COAL HAULER BOOSTER DRIVE
FOR CAT 776D HAULER

The Booster drive system is designed to enhance the gradient-climbing and traction capability of a trailertype coal hauler by driving the trailer axle hydrostatically from a power pack mounted on the prime
mover. Drive from the booster system is available at low to medium speed, where additional power is
usually required for ramps or in soft ground conditions, and is disabled when the prime mover is in gears
higher than fifth gear. The drive is coupled to the wheels through one-way clutches, and free wheels
when operating in the higher gears.
The hydraulic system is a closed-loop type using a variable displacement axial-piston hydraulic pump
driving a pair of radial-piston hydraulic motors located within the rear axle. The motor torque is
transmitted to the wheels through planetary reducers.
The booster drive system is controlled via an
intelligent controller which accepts inputs from
pressure sensors in the hydraulic system and the
existing operator’s throttle, as well as a road speed
sensor and an additional auxiliary drive control panel.
It provides an output signal which controls the stroke
of the main hydraulic pump through a servo-amplifier.
The electrical system also includes an engine
protection system with displays for oil pressure and
temperature, and coolant temperature. In the event of
a deviation from normal conditions, the system shuts
down the booster engine.
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FEATURES OF BOOSTER DRIVE
SYSTEM










Trailer wheels driven hydrostatically from power pack mounted on
tractor
th
Booster operates in speed range 0 - 34 km/hr (Up to 5 gear)
Booster disengages and idles on overrun (above 34 km/hr)
Easy to operate as it is automatically controlled. No extra work load on
the operator
Shorter haul times up ramps (20% - 35% time improvement depending
on slope)
Increased life of prime mover drive components by reducing time of
operation in high torque ranges
Reduced wheel slip allowing the machine to operate in conditions
where a conventional machine would bog
Increased machine rimpull allows the machine to work independently
on steep slopes where a conventional machines would require a
pusher vehicle
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